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Abstract. H. Hasse conjectured that all multiplicative relations of Gauss sums of
order m can be derived from two relations known as the norm relation and the Davenport–
Hasse relation. However, K. Yamamoto showed that Hasse’s conjecture does not hold in
general. For example, if m = 4l, where l is an odd prime, we need one more “exceptional
relation” to obtain all multiplicative relations. In this paper, we present the exceptional
relation explicitly when l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and evaluate the corresponding product of Gauss
sums using Jacobi sums of order 4.
1. Introduction
Let m be a positive integer and μm the group of m-th roots of unity in the complex
number field. Let Km = Q(ζm) be the m-th cyclotomic field, where ζm = exp (2πi/m).
We denote by OKm the integer ring of Km. Let p be a prime such that p ≡ 1 (mod m) and
fix a prime ideal P in OKm containing p. Since p ≡ 1 (mod m), p splits completely in
Km. Therefore the residue field FP := OKm/P can be identified with the finite filed Fp :=
Z/pZ. For every x ∈ OKm − P , we define the m-th power residue symbol χm(x) to be
the unique m-th root of unity such that χm(x) ≡ x p−1m (mod P). Then χm gives rise to a
multiplicative character of F×p .






Note that τm(a;P) depends on the choice of the prime ideal P . However, we simply write
τm(a) instead of τm(a;P) if there is no danger of confusion. In this paper, we study the
products of Gauss sums of the form
m−1∏
a=1
τm(a;P)ca = εps , (1)
where ca ∈ Z, ε is a root of unity, and s is a rational number such that 2s ∈ Z. We call the
identity of the form (1) a multiplicative relation of Gauss sums of order m. There are two
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fundamental multiplicative relations known as the norm relation and the Davenport–Hasse
relation.
THEOREM 1.1. Let χm be the m-th residue symbol defined above.
(i) (Norm relation) For any a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}, we have
τm(a)τm(−a) = χm(−1)ap . (2)
(ii) (Davenport–Hasse relation) Let d be a positive divisor of m. Then, for any a ∈











= χm(d)−ad . (3)
Proof. See [2, Theorem 1.1.4, Theorem 11.3.5]. 
In [3, p. 465], Hasse conjectured that every multiplicative relation of Gauss sums can
be deduced from those two relations. However, in [8, p. 489], Yamamoto showed that a
counterexample exists when m = 12.
THEOREM 1.2. Notation being as above, we have
τ12(1)τ12(6)τ12(8)τ12(9) = εp2 (4)
for some ε ∈ μ4, and this can not be expressed in terms of the norm relations and the
Davenport–Hasse relations.
The explicit value of ε in (4) was partially determined by Muskat ([7, Theorem 1]);
among other things, he proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.3. Let p ≡ 1 (mod 12) be a prime, and let x, y be integers such that
p = x2 + 4y2 and x ≡ −1 (mod 4). Let ε be the 4-th root of unity in (4). Then
(i) If y ≡ 0 (mod 3), then ε = ±1 and ε ≡ x (mod 3).
(ii) If x ≡ 0 (mod 3), then ε = ±i.
REMARK 1.4. If y ≡ 0 (mod 3), then the congruence ε ≡ x (mod 3) in (i) deter-
mines ε completely. On the other hand, if x ≡ 0 (mod 3), then the sign of ε depends on
the choice of the prime ideal P .
In this paper, we study the multiplicative relations of Gauss sums when m = 4l, where
l is a prime such that l ≡ 3 (mod 4). In this case, Yamamoto’s theorem (see Theorem 2.6)
implies that every multiplicative relation can be expressed in terms of the norm relations,
the Davenport–Hasse relations and an “exceptional relation”. Our first main theorem can
be stated as follows.
THEOREM 1.5. Let l and p be primes such that l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and p ≡ 1 (mod 4l).
Let H4l be the subgroup of (Z/4lZ)× defined by
H4l = {t2 | t ∈ (Z/4lZ)×} .
Then we have the following multiplicative relations.
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(i) If l ≡ 3 (mod 8), then⎛⎝∏
t∈H4l
τ4l (t)τ4l(−4t)
⎞⎠ τ4l (−l)τ4l(2l) = εp(l+1)/2
for some ε ∈ μ4.
(ii) If l ≡ 7 (mod 8), then⎛⎝∏
t∈H4l
τ4l (t)
⎞⎠ τ4l (−l) = εp(l+1)/4
for some ε ∈ μ4.
Furthermore, these relations can not be expressed in terms of the norm relations and the
Davenport–Hasse relations.
REMARK 1.6. The relation in Theorem 1.5 (ii) is essentially the same as the one
studied by Kim, van Wamelen and Verrill (cf. [5, Theorem 24]).
In our second main theorem, we will evaluate ε using primary primes in the Gaussian
integer ring (see Theorem 1.7). We recall that a Gaussian integer α ∈ Z[i] is said to be
primary if α ≡ 1 (mod 2 + 2i) (cf. [2, Section 8.2]). It is easy to see that, if α is not
divisible by the prime element 1 + i, then exactly one of four associates ±α,±iα of α is
primary.





= 1, then a(p−1)/2 ≡ 1 (mod p).
Therefore, if p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then a(p−1)/4 ≡ ±1 (mod p). In particular, if l is a prime




= 1, and hence (−l)(p−1)/4 ≡ ±1
(mod p).
The second main theorem of this paper can be stated as follows.
THEOREM 1.7. Let l and p be primes such that l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and p ≡ 1 (mod 4l).
Let P be a prime ideal in OK4l containing p, and π ∈ Z[i] the unique primary prime
contained in P . Define x, y ∈ Z by

















4 (l ≡ 3 (mod 8)) ,
π
l+1
4 (l ≡ 7 (mod 8)) .
Then xy ≡ 0 (mod l), and the quartic root of unity ε in Theorem 1.5 is given as follows:
(i) If (−l)(p−1)/4 ≡ 1 (mod p), then y ≡ 0 (mod l), x ≡ ±1 (mod l), and ε ∈






x (mod l) .
(ii) If (−l)(p−1)/4 ≡ −1 (mod p), then x ≡ 0 (mod l), y ≡ ±1 (mod l), and ε ∈






yi (mod l) .
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REMARK 1.8. When l ≡ 7 (mod 8) and p ≡ 1 (mod 8l) Kim-van Wamelen-
Verrill proved the same results by using Stickelberger’s theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 25]).
We should remark here that Theorem 1.7 is a generalization of Theorem 1.3. Indeed, ap-





π and x ≡ 1 (mod 4)





= −1, Theorem 1.7 reduces to Theorem 1.3. Moreover,
Theorem 1.7 (ii) also gives the congruence relation for ε missing in Theorem 1.3 (ii).
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this section, m will be an integer satisfying m > 1. In the preceding






where χm is the m-th power residue symbol. It is easy to see that τm(0) = −1 and |τm(a)| =√
p for any a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}.
Let Rm be the free abelian group generated by the elements of Z/mZ−{0}; an element




ca[a]m (ca ∈ Z) . (5)




[ab]m (if ab ≡ 0 (mod m)) ,
0 (if ab ≡ 0 (mod m)) .
Extending this definition Z-linearly, we obtain a product on Rm making it a commutative
ring with unit [1]m.










Then |τm(α)| = ps(α)/2 since |τm(a)| = √p for any a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}.








caa ≡ 0 (mod m)
⎫⎬⎭ .
The Gauss sum τm(a) is, by definition, an element of Kmp , and hence τm(α) ∈ Kmp for any
α ∈ Rm. However, the following proposition shows that if α ∈ Am, then τm(α) belongs to
a smaller field.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. For any α ∈ Am, we have τm(α) ∈ Km.
Proof. See [1, Proposition 2.1]. 
For any a ∈ Z/mZ, take a representative ã ∈ Z of a and define 〈 a
m
〉














, where ∗ is the floor function.
In order to determine the subset of the elements α ∈ Am giving multiplicative relations
















= 0 (∀t ∈ (Z/mZ)×)
⎫⎬⎭ .
It is not hard to see that Bm is a subgroup of Am. The following proposition characterizes
Bm in terms of Gauss sums.
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any α ∈ Am, the following two conditions are equivalent.
(i) α ∈ Bm.
(ii) There exists a root of unity ε such that τm(α) = εps(α)/2.
Proof. See [1, Proposition 2.4]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The quotient group Am/Bm is torsion-free.
Proof. Let α be an arbitrary element of Am such that nα ∈ Bm for some non-zero
integer n. Then τm(nα) = εps(nα)/2 by Proposition 2.2. Since τm(nα) = τm(α)n and
s(nα) = ns(α), this implies that τm(α) = ε1ps(α)/2 for some root of unity ε1 with εn1 = ε.
Therefore α ∈ Bm by Proposition 2.2 again. This implies that Am/Bm is torsion-free. 
Now, to study Bm in more detail, we define two types of elements of Bm corresponding
to the norm relations and the Davenport–Hasse relations.
First, for any a1, . . . , ar ∈ Z/mZ − {0}, let
[a1, . . . , ar ]m = [a1]m + · · · + [ar ]m .
We define Dm to be the subgroup of Am generated by the elements of the form [a,−a]m ∈
Am with a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}:







〉 = 1 for any a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}, one can easily see that Dm ⊂ Bm. In view
of Proposition 2.2, this can be also explained using the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.4. If a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}, then
τm([a,−a]m) = χm(−1)ap .
Proof. This is a restatement of the norm relation. 




[a, a + m
l
, . . . , a + (l−1)m
l
,−la]m if l = 2 ,
[a, a + m2 , m2 ,−2a]m if l = 2 .
(6)
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+ l − 1
2
one can easily see that γl,a ∈ Bm. However, this can be also explained using the following
proposition combined with Proposition 2.2.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let the notation be as above. Then
τm(γl,a) =
{





p2 if l = 2 .
Proof. Although this is proved in [1, Proposition 2.8], we give a proof here for the
convenience of the reader.
First, suppose l is an odd prime divisor of m. By using (3) with d = l, we obtain
l−1∏
k=0






























)τm(− kml ) = χm(−1)m(l
2−1)/8lp(l−1)/2 = p(l−1)/2 .
Here, if m is odd, then χm(−1) = 1. On the other hand, if m is even, then χm(−1)m(l2−1)/8l
= 1 since m/l is even and (l2 − 1)/8 is an integer. Therefore the last equality holds.
Consequently, we obtain
τm(γl,a) = χm(−l)−alp(l+1)/2 .
Next, suppose l = 2. As above, by using (3) with d = 2, we have
τm(a)τm(a + m2 ) = χm(2)−2aτm(2a)τm(m2 ) .
This combined with Proposition 2.4 shows that
τm(γ2,a) = τm(a)τm(a + m2 )τm(m2 )τm(−2a)
= χm(2)−2aτm(2a)τm(−2a)τm(m2 )2










This proves the proposition. 
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We define Sm to be the subgroup of Bm generated by Dm and the elements γl,a defined
in (6):
Sm = Dm +
〈
γl,a
∣∣∣∣ l is a prime factor of m, and a is an elementof Z/mZ such that la ≡ 0 (mod m)
〉
.
The structure of the quotient group Bm/Sm was determined by Yamamoto.
THEOREM 2.6. Let m > 2 be an integer. Then Bm/Sm ∼= (Z/2Z)2r−1−1, where r
is the number of prime factors of m (resp. of m/2) if m ≡ 2 (mod 4) (resp. if m ≡ 2
(mod 4)).
Proof. See [9, Theorem 17]. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
In this section, we assume that m = 4l, where l is a prime with l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and
present an element α ∈ Bm −Sm in an explicit form. For such an element α, we have Bm =
Zα + Sm since Bm/Sm ∼= Z/2Z by Theorem 2.6.
Let Gm = (Z/mZ)× and Gl = (Z/lZ)×. For any t ∈ Gl , we denote by t̃ the element
of Gm such that
t̃ ≡
{
1 (mod 4) ,
t (mod l) .
Define
G̃l = {̃t ∈ Gm | t ∈ Gl} = {t ∈ Gm | t ≡ 1 (mod 4)} .
Clearly G̃l is a subgroup of Gm isomorphic to Gl . Moreover, let
Hm = {t2 | t ∈ Gm} .
Then, it is easy to see that Hm is a subgroup of G̃l of index 2 and that {1, 2l − 1} is a










THEOREM 3.1. In the notation above, we define
α = ηm + [−l]m +
{
[−4]mηm + [2l]m if l ≡ 3 (mod 8) ,
0 if l ≡ 7 (mod 8) . (7)
Then α ∈ Bm − Sm.
REMARK 3.2. If m = 12, then H12 = {1}, and hence
α = [1]12 + [−3]12 + [−4]12 + [6]12 = [1, 6, 8, 9]12 .
This corresponds to the exceptional relation found by Yamamoto in [8].
In the rest of this paper, we will write [a] for [a]m if there is no danger of confusion.
To prove Theorem 3.1 we observe that α belongs to Am and first show the following
lemma.
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LEMMA 3.3. Let γ4,1 = [1, 2l + 1, 2l + 2,−4]. Then
(i) γ4,1 = γ2,1 + γ2,2 − [2,−2] − [2l,−2l]. In particular, γ4,1 ∈ Sm.
(ii) Let u = 2l − 1. Then
[1, u]ηm = γl,1 − [−l,−l] , (8)






Proof. Recall that for any a ∈ Z/mZ with 2a ≡ 0 (mod m), we have γ2,a = [a, a +
2l,−2a, 2l], and hence
γ4,1 = [1, 1 + 2l, 2 + 2l,−4]
= [1, 1 + 2l,−2, 2l] + [2, 2 + 2l,−4, 2l] − [2,−2] − [2l, 2l]
= γ2,1 + γ2,2 − [2,−2] − [2l, 2l] ,
which proves (i).
To prove (ii) note that
{t ∈ Z/mZ | t ≡ 1 (mod 4)} = G̃l ∪ {−l} .
It follows that




Let u = 2l − 1. Then the set {1, u} is a complete set of representatives of G̃l/Hm since u ≡
1 (mod 4) and u ≡ −1 (mod l). Hence,









[t] = γl,1 − [−l,−l] ,
which proves (8).
To prove (9), note that











is the Legendre symbol. Indeed, this follows from the congruence
2l + 2 ≡
{
0 (mod 4) ,
2 (mod l) .






γ4,1ηm = [1, 2l + 1]ηm + [2l + 2]ηm + [−4]ηm













which proves (9). 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let α ∈ Am be the element defined in Theorem 3.1 and let u =
2l − 1. Then
2α = γl,1 + γ4,1ηm − [u,−u]ηm +
{
[2l, 2l] if l ≡ 3 (mod 8) ,
−[4,−4]ηm if l ≡ 7 (mod 8) .
Proof. First, suppose l ≡ 3 (mod 8) and let
α = ηm + [−l] + [−4]ηm + [2l] .
Using the identity 2[1] = [1, u] + [1,−u] − [u,−u], we have
2α = ([1, u] + [1,−u])ηm + ([1, u] + [1,−u])[−l] + ([1, u] + [1,−u])[−4]ηm
+ ([1, u] + [1,−u])[2l]−[u,−u]α (11)
Applying Lemma 3.3 (ii) to the first term in the right hand side of (11), we obtain
([1, u] + [1,−u])ηm = [1, u]ηm + [1,−u]ηm
= γl,1 − [−l,−l] + γ4,1ηm − [−4,−4]ηm . (12)
Since u ≡ 1 (mod 4), we have ul ≡ l (mod 4l). Therefore the second term of (11)
becomes
([1, u] + [1,−u])[−l] = [−l,−ul] + [−l, ul]
= [−l,−l] + [−l, l] . (13)
Similarly, since u ≡ −1 (mod l), we have 4u ≡ −4 (mod 4l). Therefore the third term of
(11) becomes
([1, u] + [1,−u])[−4]ηm = [−4,−4u]ηm + [−4, 4u]ηm
= [−4, 4]ηm + [−4,−4]ηm . (14)
Finally, since ±2ul ≡ 2l (mod 4l), we get
([1, u] + [1,−u])[2l] = 2[2l, 2l] . (15)
Combining (11), (12), (13), (14), and (15), we obtain
2α = (γl,1 − [−l,−l] + γ4,1ηm − [−4,−4]ηm) + ([−l,−l] + [−l, l])
+ ([−4, 4]ηm + [−4,−4]ηm) + 2[2l, 2l]−[u,−u]α
= γl,1 + γ4,1ηm + [4,−4]ηm + 2[2l, 2l] + [l,−l] − [u,−u]α
= γl,1 + γ4,1ηm + [4,−4]ηm + 2[2l, 2l] + [l,−l]
− [u,−u](ηm + [−l] + [−4]ηm + [2l])
= γl,1 + γ4,1ηm + [4,−4]ηm + 2[2l, 2l] + [l,−l]
− [u,−u]ηm − [l,−l] − [4,−4]ηm − [2l, 2l]
= γl,1 + γ4,1ηm − [u,−u]ηm + [2l, 2l] .
Next, suppose l ≡ 7 (mod 8) and let
α = ηm + [−l] .
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Then
2α = 2ηm + 2[−l]
= ([1, u] + [1,−u] − [u,−u])ηm + [−l,−l]
= ([1, u] + [1,−u])ηm − [u,−u]ηm + [−l,−l] . (16)
By using Lemma 3.3 (ii) again, we obtain
([1, u] + [1,−u])ηm = [1, u]ηm + [1,−u]ηm
= γl,1 − [−l,−l] + γ4,1ηm − [4,−4]ηm . (17)
Combining (16) and (17), we get
2α = γl,1 − [−l,−l] + γ4,1ηm − [4,−4]ηm − [u,−u]ηm + [−l,−l]
= γl,1 + γ4,1ηm − [4,−4]ηm − [u,−u]ηm .
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Proposition 3.4, we have 2α ∈ Bm, which implies that α ∈
Bm since Am/Bm is torsion-free by Corollary 2.3.
It remains to show that α ∈ Sm. To see this, we define a function s1 : Rm → Z as





For any a ∈ (Z/mZ)×, we have s1([a,−a]) = 2 and
s1(γl,a) =
{
l − 1 if l > 2 ,
2 if l = 2 .
Therefore s1(Sm) = 2Z. On the other hand, we have
s1(α) = s1(ηm) = (l − 1)/2 ,
which is odd since l ≡ 3 (mod 4). This proves that α ∈ Sm. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.5. Actually we prove the following
refinement of Theorem 1.5.








In particular, τm(α) = εps(α)/2 for some ε ∈ μ4.
To give the proof of Theorem 3.5, we recall that
2α = γl,1 + γ4,1ηm − [u,−u]ηm +
{
[2l, 2l] if l ≡ 3 (mod 8) ,
−[4,−4]ηm if l ≡ 7 (mod 8)
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τm([2l, 2l]) if l ≡ 3 (mod 8) ,
τm([4,−4]ηm)−1 if l ≡ 7 (mod 8) . (18)
In the lemmas below, we will evaluate the factors in (18) separately.
LEMMA 3.6. τm(γl,1) = χm(−l)lp(l+1)/2.
Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 2.5. 
LEMMA 3.7. If a ∈ Z/mZ − {0}, then
τm([a,−a]ηm) = χ4(−1)ap(l−1)/2 .
In particular, if a ∈ 2Z/mZ − {0}, then τm([a,−a]ηm) = p(l−1)/2.
Proof. From the norm relation, we have







0 (mod l) ,
1 (mod 2) .
Therefore
χm(−1)h = χ4(−1) ,
and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. τm(γ4,1ηm) = χ2(2)pl−1.
Proof. Recall that γ4,1 = γ2,1 + γ2,2 − [2,−2] − [2l,−2l] by Lemma 3.3. Hence
τm(γ4,1ηm) = τm(γ2,1ηm)τm(γ2,2ηm)
τm([2,−2]ηm)τm([2l,−2l]ηm) . (19)
From the Davenport–Hasse relation, we get τm(γ2,t ) = χm(2)−2tp2. Since∑
t∈Hm








χm(2)−2tp2 = χ2(2)pl−1 . (20)
Similarly, since τm(γ2,2t ) = χm(2)−4tp2 and∑
t∈Hm








χm(2)−4tp2 = pl−1 . (21)
Finally, from Lemma 3.7 we get
τm([2,−2]ηm) = τm([2l,−2l]ηm) = p(l−1)/2 . (22)
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Substituting (20), (21) and (22) into (19), we obtain
τm(γ4,1ηm) = χ2(2)p
l−1 · pl−1
p(l−1)2 · p(l−1)/2 = χ2(2)p
l−1 .
This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. First suppose that l ≡ 3 (mod 8). Then using Lemma 3.6,
Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, we obtain
τm(α)
2 = τm(γl,1) · τm(γ4,1ηm) · τm([2l, 2l])
τm([u,−u]ηm)
= χm(−l)











Next, suppose that l ≡ 7 (mod 8). Using Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8
again, we obtain
τm(α)














Finally, we remark that the assumption p ≡ 1 (mod 4l) implies that l is a quadratic





= ±1, and thus ε := τm(α)p−s(α)/2 is a fourth root
of unity. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
REMARK 3.9. Suppose that l ≡ 7 (mod 8). In [5, Theorem25], Kim, van Wamelen
and Verrill showed that β := α − [2]α also gives a generator of B4l/S4l . This can be easily
verified in our context since






[2l, 2l] − [4,−4]ηm ∈ S4l .
Moreover, using Proposition 2.5 and the norm relation, we can prove that τm([2]α) =
p(l+1)/4. This implies that τm(β) = ε.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.7
In this section, we assume that m = 4l, where l is a prime with l ≡ 3 (mod 4).
We begin with the definition of the Jacobi sum of order 4. Let p be a prime with p ≡ 1
(mod 4l) and P the prime ideal in OKm chosen in the definition of the Gauss sums. Let
χ4 := χlm be the quartic residue symbol. Then for any s, t ∈ Z/4Z, we define the Jacobi








The following proposition is crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.7.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let λ be a prime ideal of Km above l and α ∈ Bm the element








4 (mod λ) , (23)
where J4(1, 1) is the complex conjugate of J4(1, 1).
Before we proceed, we recall two lemmas.
LEMMA 4.2. Let λ̃ be a prime ideal of Km(ζp) above λ. Then, for any a ∈ Z/mZ,
we have
τm(a) ≡ τ4(−a) (mod λ̃) .
Proof. See [1, Lemma 6.1]. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any s, t ∈ Z/4Z − {0} with s + t ≡ 0 (mod 4), we have
J4(s, t) = τ4(s)τ4(t)
τ4(s + t) .
Proof. This is a special case of a well-known relation between Gauss sums and Jacobi
sums. For more details, see [2, Theorem 2.1.3]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1 Suppose first that l ≡ 3 (mod 8) and let
α = ηm + [−l] + [−4]ηm + [2l] .
Then, by using Lemma 4.2, we obtain
τm(α) = τm(ηm)τm(−l)τm([−4]ηm)τm(2l)
≡ τ4(−1) l−12 τ4(l)τ4(0) l−12 τ4(2) (mod λ)
≡ τ4(−1) l+12 τ4(0) l−12 τ4(2) (mod λ)
≡ −τ4(−1) l+12 τ4(2) (mod λ) .
In the last congruence, we used the fact that τ4(0) = −1. To compute τ4(−1) l+12 τ4(2), note
that Lemma 4.3 implies that
τ4(−1)2 = τ4(2)J4(−1,−1) = τ4(2)J4(1, 1) .
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Therefore, using the norm relation τ4(2)
2 = p, we have














8 (mod λ) . (25)













4 (mod λ) .
Suppose next that l ≡ 7 (mod 8) and let
α = ηm + [−l] .
Applying Lemma 4.2 again, we have
τm(α) = τm(ηm)τm(l) ≡ τ4(−1) l+12 (mod λ) , (26)
where the last congruence holds since l ≡ 3 (mod 4). Using the norm relation τ4(2)2 = p
and Lemma 4.3, we evaluate τ4(−1) l+12 as follows.










= 1, it follows from (26) and (27) that













4 (mod λ) .
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let α ∈ Bm be the element defined in Theorem 3.1 and write








4 (mod lZ[i]) . (28)
Proof. It follows from l ≡ 3 (mod 4) that both sides of (23) are Gaussian integers
and l remains a prime in Z[i]. Moreover, since τm(α) = εps(α)/2 and p ≡ 1 (mod l), (23)
reduces to (28). 
As the following proposition shows, the real part of J4(1, 1) is independent of the
choice of the prime ideal P in Km.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let l and p be primes such that p ≡ 1 (mod 4l). Write J4(1, 1)
= a + bi with a, b ∈ Z. Then a2 + b2 = p and a ≡ −1 (mod 4).
Proof. See [2, Theorem 3.2.1]. 
For any prime ideal P ⊂ Km above p, there exists a unique primary prime element π
in P ∩ Z[i]. For this primary prime π , J4(1, 1) can be described explicitly as follows.
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PROPOSITION 4.6. If π is a primary prime element in Z[i] contained in the prime
ideal P , then






Proof. If π is primary, then
J4(1, 1) = −χ4(−1)π





. But by the
definition of χ4 we have
χ4(−1) = (−1)(p−1)/4 =
{
1 (p ≡ 1 (mod 8)) ,
−1 (p ≡ 5 (mod 8)) ,





. This proves the proposition. 
The following lemma tells us how to find a primary prime element in Z[i] dividing a
prime p with p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
LEMMA 4.7. Let p be a prime with p ≡ 1 (mod 4) and let a, b be integers such
that p = a2 + b2 and a ≡ −1 (mod 4). Then
π :=
{
−(a + bi) (p ≡ 1 (mod 8)) ,
a + bi (p ≡ 5 (mod 8)) .
is a primary prime element in Z[i] dividing p.
Proof. (1) Suppose p ≡ 1 (mod 8). Since p = a2 + b2 ≡ 1 + b2 (mod 8), we have
b ≡ 0 (mod 4). Therefore, −(a + bi) ≡ 1 (mod 2 + 2i) .
(2) Suppose p ≡ 5 (mod 8). Since p = a2 + b2 ≡ 1 + b2 (mod 8), we have b ≡ 2
(mod 4). Therefore, a + bi ≡ −1 + 2i ≡ 1 (mod 2 + 2i). 




= 1, and hence (−l)(p−1)/4






1 if (−l)(p−1)/4 ≡ 1 (mod p) ,
−1 if (−l)(p−1)/4 ≡ −1 (mod p) . (29)
PROPOSITION 4.8. Write p = a2 + b2 with integers a, b with a odd and define
integers x, y by
x + yi = (a + bi)(l+1)/4 .












= −1 ⇐⇒ x ≡ 0 (mod l).
Proof. See [6, Proposition 6.3]. 
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The following theorem is a restatement of Theorem 1.7.
THEOREM 4.9. Let l and p be prime numbers such that l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and p ≡ 1
(mod 4l). Let P be a prime ideal of K4l above p and π ∈ Z[i] the primary prime element
contained in P . Let α ∈ B4l be the element defined in Theorem 3.1 and set τ (α) = εps(α)/2
with ε ∈ μ4. Define integers x, y by

















4 (l ≡ 3 (mod 8)) ,
π
l+1
4 (l ≡ 7 (mod 8)) .




















































(x − yi) (mod lZ[i]) . (30)























yi (mod l) .
This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. We illustrate Theorem 4.9 in more detail when l = 7. In this case,
the element α ∈ B28 − S28 defined in Theorem 3.1 is given by α = [1, 9, 25, 21]28. Let p
be a prime with p ≡ 1 (mod 28) and π = a + bi ∈ Z[i] a primary prime dividing p such
that b > 0. Choose a prime ideal P of K28 such that π ∈ P and set
ε = τ28(α;P)p−2 ∈ μ4 .
Theorem 4.9 then shows that
ε ≡ (a − bi)2 (mod lZ[i]) .
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For example, if p = 29, then π = −5 + 2i by Lemma 4.7, so that
ε ≡ (−5 − 2i)2 ≡ 20i ≡ −i (mod 7Z[i]) .
Therefore, ε = −i.
Table 1 below gives the values of ε ∈ μ4 for primes p < 1000 with p ≡ 1 (mod 28).
TABLE 1.
p 29 113 197 281 337 421




−1 1 1 −1 −1 1
ε −i −1 1 i −i 1
p 449 617 673 701 757 953




1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
ε −1 −i −i i −i 1
REMARK 4.11. Let the notation be as in Example 4.10. Let π be the complex
conjugate of π . Then, since p ≡ 1 (mod 2 + 2i), π is also primary. If we take π instead
of π and choose a prime ideal P ′ containing π , then τ28(α;P ′) = ε′p2 is the complex
conjugate of τ28(α;P) = εp2, that is, ε′ = ε.
5. Appendix
Let l and p be distinct prime numbers. In the previous sections we have restricted
ourselves to the case where l ≡ 3 (mod l) and p ≡ 1 (mod 4l). In this appendix we
consider the case where p ≡ 1 (mod 4) and prove three elementary propositions which
are closely related to Theorem 1.7. The first two proposition are concerned with the case
where l ≡ 3 (mod 4). The last proposition deals with the case where l ≡ 1 (mod 4),
which has been ignored in the previous sections.
We begin with the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let l and p be prime numbers such that l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and
p ≡ 1 (mod 4l). Let P be a prime ideal of K4l above p and π ∈ Z[i] the primary prime
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element contained in P . Define integers x, y by








)(l+1)/4 = {− ( 2p)π(l+1)/4 (l ≡ 3 (mod 8)) ,
π(l+1)/4 (l ≡ 7 (mod 8)) .
Then xy ≡ 0 (mod l). Furthermore,
(i) If x ≡ 0 (mod l), then y ≡ ±1 (mod l).
(ii) If y ≡ 0 (mod l), then x ≡ ±1 (mod l).
Although this proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.9, neither Gauss sums
nor Jacobi sums appear in the statement. Therefore, one can expect that the proposition can
be proved without using Gauss sums and Jacobi sums. We show that this is the case; we
actually prove the following proposition, which is a slight refinement of Proposition 5.1.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let l be a prime with l ≡ 3 (mod 4) and p a prime with p ≡ 1
(mod 4). Let a, b be integers such that p = a2 + b2 and define integers x, y by




) = 1 if and only if xy ≡ 0 (mod l). Furthermore, if (p
l
) = 1 (and hence xy ≡ 0
(mod l)), then the following assertions hold.
(i) If x ≡ 0 (mod l), then p ≡ 1 (mod l) if and only if y ≡ ±1 (mod l),
(ii) If y ≡ 0 (mod l), then p ≡ 1 (mod l) if and only if x ≡ ±1 (mod l).
Proof. We first prove the following congruences.
(x2 + y2)2 ≡ (p
l
)
p (mod l) , (32)
(x + yi)4 ≡ p (mod lZ[i]) . (33)
Taking the norm of both sides of (31), we obtain x2 + y2 = p(l+1)/4. Therefore,
(x2 + y2)2 = p(l+1)/2 = p(l−1)/2 · p .
Since p(l−1)/2 ≡ (p
l
)
(mod l), this proves (32). To prove (33), note that
(a + bi)l ≡ a − bi (mod lZ[i])
since l ≡ 3 (mod 4), and hence
(a + b)l+1 ≡ (a − bi)(a + bi) ≡ a2 + b2 ≡ p (mod lZ[i]) .




) = 1. Then it follows from (32) and (33) that
(x2 + y2)2 ≡ (x + yi)4 (mod lZ[i]) . (34)
Dividing both sides of (34) by (x + yi)2, we have
(x − yi)2 ≡ (x + yi)2 (mod lZ[i]) ,
which gives xy ≡ 0 (mod l) since l = 2.
To prove the converse, suppose that xy ≡ 0 (mod l). Then (x2 + y2)2 = (x + yi)4.




p ≡ p (mod lZ[i]), and hence (p
l
) ≡ 1 (mod l).
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Moreover, if x ≡ 0 (mod l), then Congruence (33) becomes y4 ≡ p (mod l). This
shows that p ≡ 1 (mod l) if and only if y4 ≡ 1 (mod l). But, since l ≡ 3 (mod 4),
y4 ≡ 1 (mod l) if and only if y2 ≡ 1 (mod l). This proves (i). Claim (ii) can be proved
similarly. 
Next, we consider the case l ≡ 1 (mod 4). In this case we have a similar proposition














≡ n(l−1)/4 (mod l) .
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let l, p be primes such that l ≡ p ≡ 1 (mod 4). Let a, b be
integers such that p = a2 + b2 and define integers x, y by




) = 1 if and only if xy ≡ 0 (mod l). Furthermore, if (p
l
) = 1 (and hence xy ≡ 0
(mod l)), then the following assertions hold.
(i) If x ≡ 0 (mod l), then (p
l
)
4 ≡ y2 (mod l).
(ii) If y ≡ 0 (mod l), then (p
l
)
4 ≡ x2 (mod l).
Proof. We first prove the following congruences.
(x2 + y2)2 ≡ (p
l
)
(mod l) , (36)
(x + yi)4 ≡ 1 (mod lZ[i]) . (37)
Taking the norm of both sides of (35), we obtain
x2 + y2 = p(l−1)/4 , (38)
and hence




which proves (36). To prove (37), note that the residue ring Z[i]/lZ[i] is isomorphic to
Z/lZ × Z/lZ since l ≡ 1 (mod 4). Therefore
(a + bi)l−1 ≡ 1 (mod lZ[i]) .




) = 1. Then it follows from (36) and (37) that
(x2 + y2)2 ≡ (x + yi)4 (mod lZ[i]) . (39)
Dividing both sides of (39) by (x + yi)2, we have
(x − yi)2 ≡ (x + yi)2 (mod lZ[i]) ,
which implies that xy ≡ 0 (mod l) as in the proof of the previous proposition.
To prove the converse, suppose that xy ≡ 0 (mod l). Then (x2 + y2)2 ≡ (x + yi)4
(mod lZ[i]). Therefore, combining (36) and (37), we get (p
l
) = 1.
Moreover, if x ≡ 0 (mod l), then equation (38) boils down to







which proves (i). The proof of (ii) is similar. 
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